Researchers in institutions of
Introduction

11
Scholars need access to existing scholarship to ensure the reliability of their work and to further develop their research. The work of these scholars in turn expands the body of knowledge. Academic libraries are "key players in [this] generation and propagation of knowledge."' To support the needs of researchers, an academic library must rely not only on its own collection, but also on the collections of other libraries.
2 As academic library collections have become more electronic, publishers have curtailed libraries' ability to support research through interlibrary loan and other methods. Publishers have preferred to license, rather than sell, e-journals and e-books. This arrangement has allowed publishers to control the use of scholarly works beyond what copyright law would allow. This increasing control jeopardizes the ability of libraries to support research. In effect, library collections are becoming "locked" as publishers rather than libraries determine access.
3 This article examines the challenge to libraries of making resources available as publishers' control of digital works increases. It explores and assesses various approaches that libraries can pursue to ensure research support and to enhance the availability and preservation of the scholarly record. The section "Research Needs and Shrinking Library Collections" discusses scholars' use of resources to ensure the reliability of their works. It explains how academic libraries have had to limit their individual collections and therefore must seek outside support to meet the needs of scholars. The section "Copyright Holders and Libraries" reviews the intertwined relationship of copyright law with library lending and borrowing during a time of technological advances. It traces the efforts of copyright holders to control usage of copyrighted works on the one hand and of libraries to obtain and provide access on the other. The section "Loss of Control: The Effect of Licensing and Contracts" examines how publishers' reliance on licensing and contracts to control e-collections jeopardizes research support and eliminates copyright protections such as fair use. "Options for Ensuring Research Support" explores and assesses approaches that libraries can take to ensure the use of e-collections for research support. In conclusion, the article urges libraries to actively pursue agreements that reinforce their mission to support the creation, dissemination, and preservation of knowledge. At the same time, libraries must be agents of change. They must be active participants in the transformation of the scholarly communication system to allow scholars to regain control of their works.
way to ensure accuracy and provide reliability is to consult the sources of the information."
96 It is the role of the library "to make available, to the fullest extent of its assignment and its capabilities," the needed resources.1 2 Having all materials available in a single library collection would provide the most accessibility. Budget and space limitations, however, routinely preclude any library from maintaining a collection that could meet all possible needs of researchers, even in specialized areas. The rise in interdisciplinary research has made it even more difficult for specialized research libraries, such as law libraries, to maintain collections that serve faculty who need materials from many different disciplines. In working to develop collections that they can sustain, libraries have realized that researchers only use a small portion of a collection on a regular basis. 3 Libraries thus have an incentive to focus their core collections on those "vital few"" resources that their primary researchers regularly use. Increasing budget restrictions are forcing more and more academic 11. "For the truth one must go to the sources." CLAPP, supra note 8, at 15. The precision that scholarship demands often requires consulting a source "to verify a date, to find a chemical formula, to check up on the terms of an equation, to note the exact phraseology used in a legal decision." FREMONT RIDER, THE SCHOLAR AND THE FUTURE OF THE RESEARCH LIBRARY 26 (1944) .
12. CLAPP, supra note 8, at 59. 13. This phenomenon (researchers using only a small portion of the collection) is a manifestation of the "Pareto principle," which is commonly associated with economist Vilfredo Pareto. It was actually J.M. Juran who used the name "Pareto principle" to describe the universal phenomenon that, "[i]n any series of elements to be controlled, a selected small fraction, in terms of numbers of elements, always accounts for a large fraction, in terms of effect. 14. See sources cited supra note 13.
tions move from print to electronic, offer instruction as to future ways that libraries can ensure research support.
The Beginnings of Interlibrary Loan: Limited Technology
18 Libraries in the United States have used interlibrary loan since the late 1800s.
20 By the late 1890s, the practice had become widespread. 2 ' During the early period of interlibrary loan in the United States, neither copyright holders nor libraries were concerned about defending their respective interests because of the limited technology available for making copies. Until the early twentieth century, the only way to provide materials was by physically sending a book or work to another library. Methods of copying were tedious (copying from a work by hand) or useful only for copying single pages (copy presses). 22 In the early twentieth century, new methods provided libraries and their users with a way to copy from books.
23 By 1913, the Photostat machine 2 4 was in use in libraries for several purposes, including interlibrary loan. 23. These methods were forms of photography. One type of equipment was the cameragraph, which was used to meet the demand resulting from a "recent increase in the request for books on inter-library loan." Charles J. Barr, The Cameragraph, 17 PUB. LIBR. 220, 220 (1912 
PAPERS 22 (1921).
In 1913, the St. Louis Public Library reported that it was providing library users with a "photograph room" to allow them to make copies from books, including those "that have been borrowed from other cities on interlibrary loan." The users were "expected to provide their own chemicals and plates or films" but the library had a camera they could borrow. adopted an interlibrary loan code in 1917.26 This code referred to the use of photographic copies as a substitute for physical loans of a work 27 but did not mention compliance with the 1909 Copyright Act. 28 In the early twentieth century, copying by mechanical means was so unsophisticated that copyright holders perceived no threat from it.
Technology Advances: The Search for Legislation or Agreement 99 As photographic copying improved and another form of copying (microfilm) developed, librarians became concerned that the 1909 Copyright Act might apply to copying of library materials. 29 Librarians were aware that the judicially developed doctrine of fair use 30 might permit copying, but the application of the doctrine was highly dependent on the facts of the each case. While there may have been uncertainty in the library community about the application of copyright law to library copying, it was not librarians who sought clarification. It was a committee representing scholars and researchers (the "Joint Committee") that initially undertook the inter-library loans but to reduce the expense of copying generally:" Frederick C. 27. The 1917 code stated: "When applying for a loan, librarians should state whether a photographic reproduction would be a satisfactory substitute." Id. Although a lending library still had to physically provide the copy to a borrowing library, the original work continued to be available for use at the lending library. Also, the copy stayed with the requesting patron, so the borrowing library did not have to pay to ship the book back to the lending library. Id. at 27-28. The researcher benefited from being able to obtain materials without having to travel. A scholar working in one city might need a "copy of a title-page, or a few pages from a rare book, or an essay, or a print" that was located in another city. "No matter where one is working, he can send to any of the libraries and obtain photostat copies of the material he wishes to examine." Wilbur, supra note 24, at 523-24.
28. 11-12 (1962) . Changes in the wording of the law raised this concern. For a discussion of how drafters of the 1909 Copyright Act, in revising the prior law, "inadvertently" expanded copyright to include the right to copy, see VERNER W. CLAPP, COPYRIGHT-A LIBRARIAN'S VIEw 2-3, 25-28 (1968).
30. In Folsom v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. 342 (C.C.D. Mass. 1841) (No. 4901), Justice Story outlined the factors that would become the basis of the fair use doctrine. The factors to determine whether a party had engaged in fair use of a work were "the nature and objects of the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the original work. task of determining the application of copyright law to libraries making copies for scholars.
31
10 The Joint Committee considered litigation and the passage of legislation as possible means of obtaining clarification, 32 but ultimately these legal options did not seem workable. The Joint Committee therefore pursued negotiation with publishers. 33 The result was the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1935.34 Robert C. Binkley, the chair of the Joint Committee, and W.W. Norton, the president of the National Association of Book Publishers, described the Gentlemen's Agreement as a "statement" addressing "the problem of conscientious observance of copyright that faces research libraries in connection with the growing use of photographic methods of reproduction." 35 The parties involved in adopting the Gentlemen's Agreement did not broadly represent libraries, researchers, or publishers, 3 6 and there was later criticism of the agreement.
7 Despite these issues, the agreement was very influential on the development of guidelines for library copying 3 8 and remained so until enactment of the 1976 Copyright Act.
Further Technological Advances Force a Legislative Solution
11 By the 1960s, the popularity of the Xerox copier" "had begun to make the old accommodation [ provide, in part, that during a calendar year a library may borrow five copies of articles from the most recent five years of publication of a journal. Presumably, upon the sixth request, the library should consider whether it is substituting interlibrary loan copies for a subscription. The guidelines do not apply to articles from journal issues published more than five years before the date of the request. 50 These guidelines were the work of an appointed commission and were not a negotiated agreement. 5 ' They do not have the force of law, although they were referenced in the conference report on the 1976 Copyright Act. 52 The Rise of Agreements and Technological Limitations 13 In recent years, the increasing ease with which digital works can be copied and transmitted has raised publisher and other copyright holder concerns to new levels. As a result, copyright holders began to impose technological limitations in the form of digital rights management controls. In addition, they were successful in changing copyright law 5 3 to provide penalties for anyone who circumvented these controls. 4 While there were some exceptions for libraries, 5 5 attempts to address library concerns for lending digital works failed. For example, an attempt to develop guidelines for interlibrary loan of digital works was unsuccessful due to irreconcilable differences between publishers and libraries.
5 6 For even greater control of digital works, copyright holders began using licenses and contracts.
Loss of Control: The Effect of Licensing and Contracts
14 The rise in the use of digital works has permitted copyright holders to change the model of providing materials to libraries. This change has allowed publishers to fundamentally alter libraries' ability to obtain and provide journals and books for researchers through interlibrary loan or even from within their own collections. Academic works may contain the same content as their print counterparts, but the ability of libraries to provide access to these materials is quite different. Publishers primarily control the copyright to these works. 60 They have preferred to license, rather than sell, e-journals and e-books to libraries.
15 A shift to digital format did not require a licensing model. 6 ' Digital works, however, provide something that print works do not: a means to control use.
62
Once a print work is on the shelf, a publisher cannot control how a library and its patrons might use this work. Digital technology offers ways to control use. If the publisher sold the digital work to the library, it would give up the ability to exercise this control. 63 By licensing the work, the publisher retains control over the work while simply providing access. 16 An additional incentive to adopt a licensing model is that licensing allows a publisher to limit the reach of copyright law. Copyright law governing library copying and lending operates in a print-based world where libraries own the materials. 6 4 On the other hand, contract law, not copyright, governs licensed materials. For publishers, licensing provides "absolute control" of a work. 65 This control can yield a better return on their investment. 66 Publishers who license rather than sell to libraries are no longer fettered with section 108 exceptions and can ignore the first sale doctrine. They can even create restrictions that essentially eliminate fair use. 63. For example, if the library purchased a journal and downloaded the contents to its own server when each issue arrived, the library would control this issue of the journal much like a print journal.
64. Even if a library cancels a subscription to a journal, it still owns the back issues. 65. Bartow, supra note 62, at 16. 66. Matheson, supra note 61, at 157. Publishers can repeatedly charge for access to the same material rather than receiving a one-time payment. Id. at 159.
67. For example, prohibiting interlibrary loans of electronic books or journals not only eliminates the section 108 interlibrary loan exception, it also eliminates the ability of the library to claim the fair use exception. 109(a) do not apply when a copyright holder licenses a work to a library. Under section 108(f)(4), contract provisions override the exceptions for library copying. 68 Section 109(d) provides that the first sale exception does not apply to anyone who has not acquired ownership of a work. 69 Within this world of licensing, libraries often find their ability to lend and borrow materials for researchers restricted or even prohibited. This change from a "property-based system ... governed by copyright law to a contract-based system . . . governed by whatever terms the market will bear"" 0 jeopardizes the ability of academic libraries to support research and the advancement of knowledge.
Interlibrary Loan
17 Licensing terms determine whether libraries can provide copies of e-journal articles and lend e-books through interlibrary loan. Provisions in licenses can vary from publisher to publisher and even for different titles held by one publisher, 7 1 making it difficult for libraries to determine the scope of their rights. Many agreements place limits on the number of loans that the subscribing library can make. 72 These restrictions on interlibrary loan of e-journal articles often mimic the language of the CONTU guidelines. 73 The publisher restrictions, for example, may refer to "five (5) free article copies" 4 for interlibrary loan, which sounds similar to the suggestion of five copies in the guidelines. The publishers, however, pervert the purpose of section 108(g) (2) and the CONTU guidelines by applying their restrictions to the lending library rather than to the borrowing library. The lending library, which licenses the work, can provide only five copies and must pay a royalty fee if it exceeds the limit. 5 The CONTU guidelines apply to the borrowing library. These publisher restrictions have completely reversed the application of the CONTU guidelines.
$18 The intent of the CONTU guidelines was to assist a borrowing library in determining whether it needed to subscribe to a publication rather than continue using interlibrary loan. If the borrowing library needed to request additional articles beyond the number suggested in the guidelines, then it might determine that it should obtain a subscription. The publisher restrictions apply to the lending library, which already has a subscription. 76 Publishers' use of language similar to that of the CONTU guidelines therefore has no real relationship to the purpose of section 108(g)(2). No matter how many times the lending library provides a copy of an article, it is not substituting interlibrary loan for a subscription. Publishers cannot control the borrowing library, but they can control the lending library through the license. These provisions are simply a way for publishers to charge for use while creating the illusion that they are complying with the CONTU guidelines.
19 Some license agreements go further and prohibit all interlibrary loans. This can force libraries whose patrons need articles to pay high fees in order to obtain one-time uses. These types of restrictions diminish or eliminate the ability of libraries to obtain needed materials for scholars." Libraries are unable to lend or to borrow." $20 Publisher agreements regarding e-books are also very restrictive. A library can physically lend an entire print book under the first sale doctrine because the library owns the book. Using e-books for interlibrary loan is appealing to libraries since it eliminates the costs and time associated with physically shipping the borrowed book. 9 Publishers, by licensing e-books, can determine whether a library can lend an e-book under the terms of the license agreement. Publishers either prohibit any interlibrary loan of e-books or they restrict loans to printouts of chapters. 8 0 These restrictions severely limit the ability of libraries to support research needs.
Id.
76. Gasaway notes that these provisions reflect publisher attempts during the Conference on Fair Use to twist the CONTU suggestions and impose them on the lending library. Publishers also expressed their determination to eliminate interlibrary loan. Gasaway, supra note 19, at 148.
See
Klinefelter, supra note 69, at 185.
A recent example of the problems a locked collection creates is as follows:
A law school faculty member requested an article from a journal. The law library did not have access to the journal either through its own subscription or through the university library. The law library would not subscribe to this journal since it was not appropriate for the collection. There was merely a one-time need for an article. Other libraries had only electronic access and could not, due to licensing restrictions, provide a copy. The only option was to obtain a copy of this article from the publisher at a cost of $30. The cost of digital works is yet another issue confronting libraries. They may be unable to provide access to needed materials because the publisher will license to the library only at a very high cost (often higher than the price for individuals) or not at all." Until recently many larger publishers would not license to libraries, and once they decided to license to libraries they imposed licensing restrictions and charged higher prices.
8 2 Some publishers refuse to work with libraries to establish consortial acquisitions of e-books.
83 A continuing issue regarding e-journals is the practice of "bundling" individual titles or journal databases on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. This means that a library cannot subscribe to an individual title or selected group of resources. It must either subscribe to the bundle or forgo access to the materials. 84 their usage of the work. For example, they limit how much a user can copy and paste from an e-book within a limited time period. Pay-per-View 22 A concern about publisher pricing of e-resources is that technology can support digital tracking and management of individual titles. This means that "library activities . . . that were essentially unmonitorable in the offline world become ascertainable and quantifiable when conducted online." 85 Pay-per-view is an illustration of this troubling aspect of some business models for e-journals and e-books. Under this model, a library has no ongoing subscriptions or licenses. Instead, there is a charge each time a library user accesses an article or book. 86 The library does not own the book, and serves merely as a conduit between the user and the publisher. It is the publisher that will profit from the use. If the library owned the book, users could read the book many times for free. The publishers are essentially imposing a license or a tax to read.
87
923 This arrangement may seem attractive to some libraries as smaller budgets force them to cut both their print and electronic collections. 88 One service even ties pay-per-view to interlibrary loan to facilitate acquiring articles after a library has requested its five articles under the CONTU guidelines. 89 It is easy for libraries to make this automatic payment without considering whether fair use or another exception would apply. If the library does not identify the exception, it will be lost. The system simply tracks a use and does not assess whether there is an exception.
90
other journals as well as the American Journal of Bioethics. If these publications are not appropriate for the library's collection, it does not matter. If the library wants to subscribe, it must pay for all journals in the bundle. Libraries will also find that although this publication is available in certain "aggregator" databases such as CINAHL, those databases do not provide access to issues published during the most recent eighteen months. So, if the library cannot or will not pay the high price for the bundle, then it cannot provide access at all. There is the option to purchase articles from the publisher's web site for $37 per article. Purchases of online articles are designed for individual payment by credit card, which can be difficult for libraries. 90. Penny Hazelton, in discussing pay-per-view arrangements for e-books, notes that "this model fails to take into account the way researchers use information from books in any format. Researchers search for relevant information without always knowing where the information might be located. They might look at a 94 If publishers can track these bits of information for marketing purposes, they can track the same information bits to assess fees. For example, if users can copy portions and save them, publishers could impose a charge each time something is copied. Charging for granular use would dispense with the most basic form of fair use, which is the making of personal notes. All of these limitations, whether charged for or not, put the publishers in control of the use of publications.
Preservation
26
The licensing of e-resources also has long-term consequences for scholarship because it hampers the ability of libraries to preserve information. Licensing arrangements can offer short-term benefits to libraries that provide just-in-time services. Since the libraries do not own these materials, however, future availability of these materials in doubt. Sometimes publishers decide to stop including certain works in library subscriptions. Many licenses provide that a library loses all access to the materials, including back issues, if the subscription ends. This decrease in library ownership jeopardizes the availability of works for future research needs. The archiving of and future access to works will be left to publishers and database vendors. 95 $27 Even a library that obtains "perpetual access" to materials may find it difficult to provide access if it ends its relationship with the publisher or distributor. 96 DIGITAL AGE 158, 169 (Edward Rubin ed., 2012). Once a library severs the relationship, it might possess only bare data files and will need to figure out how to provide an interface and an appropriate platform.
Clifford Lynch, The Battle to Define the Future of the Book in the Digital
97
Another concern is whether publishers that have locked copyrighted resources will relinquish and release these materials once the copyrights expire.
9 8 Given the lengthy terms of copyrights, this scenario is far in the future for many works. Will this control by publishers bar locked works from ever entering the public domain?
T28 These arrangements create a very uncertain future for the availability of the scholarly record. As one author notes: "Persistent access to licensed content is a serious issue. Scholarship requires the ability to check sources and verify information ... weeks, months and often years after publication or creation." 99 Research libraries are conservators 00 and stewards 01 of the record of scholarship. "If librarians abdicate their stewardship responsibility for creating the archive of the scholarly record, and yield that responsibility to publishers instead," 1 02 they are relinquishing the future of the scholarly record into the hands of those who are interested in maintaining resources for profit, not for the promotion and advancement of knowledge. 97. In a recent article, law librarians discussed the challenges in developing a delivery platform when they decided to end the "access" portion of a "purchase plus access" arrangement. 
Options for Ensuring Research Support
Legal Entitlements and Exceptions
30 Changing copyright law is one possible way of ensuring scholarly access to digital materials. It is, however, "especially difficult to pass useful legislation in the copyright sphere."1 0 3 The 1976 Copyright Act was the product of "compromises negotiated among those with economic interests in copyright."l 04 Revisions in the current law are unlikely because of the irreconcilable nature of the differences between stakeholders. Achieving any change will involve a lengthy process. With the recent movement toward copyright reform, 0 5 however, it is worth assessing which areas might hold promise for improving research support and are likely to receive congressional attention.
Revisions to Section 1o8
31 In 2008, the Section 108 Study Group 0 6 completed a review of 17 U.S.C. § 108.' The group's review of provisions related to interlibrary loan yielded no definite recommendations. 08 Overall the group's report "gives a helpful account of the problems faced by libraries and other institutions operating under current law, but it is unlikely that any such process will yield helpful substantive fixes in the near future."' 0 9 is meager, although the work of the study group has drawn further attention to the deficiencies of the law and the need for improvements."). In 2011, the Copyright Office identified "exceptions for libraries" as 132 Whatever revisions to section 108 there might be to address the use of digital copies for interlibrary loan, copyright holders can override those provisions through licensing and contract terms. 110 As long as section 108 allows contracts to control, changes to section 108 will not affect limitations on interlibrary loan of digital articles. Current licensing terms in many agreements already contradict section 108(g) (2) by placing restrictions on the lending library when the concern in section 108(g) (2) was with a requesting library obtaining interlibrary loan copies to substitute for a subscription. The Section 108 Study Group discussed section 108(f)(4), which provides that nothing in section 108 "in any way affects ... any contractual obligations.""' The group agreed that section 108(f)(4) should apply to negotiated agreements, but disagreed on the application to nonnegotiable agreements.
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112 "Negotiated" agreements supposedly allow the parties to arrive at terms they bargained for. Yet these agreements do not affect only the two parties. They affect anyone who wants to borrow the work if there is a limitation on lending, and thus they affect a broader public interest. 113 As long as publishers' contractual terms can override section 108 provisions, revisions to section 108, even if passed, will be hollow. interpretation."ll 6 The guidelines have remained unchanged since their creation, and it is improbable that there will be any change in the near future."' They remain a guide for a requesting library's evaluation of its requests. These guidelines serve as an alert for a library to evaluate requests it makes." 8 They provide no bright-line determination of what action a library should take if it reaches the suggested limit. The conference committee report on the 1976 Copyright Act, in discussing the CONTU guidelines, stated: "[T] he guidelines are not intended as, and cannot be considered, explicit rules or directions governing any and all cases, now or in the future."' 9 A library, having made five requests that fit within the CONTU guidelines, can evaluate any additional requests. It might determine that the requests indicate that the library should obtain a subscription or pay a fee for single requests. Alternatively, the library could determine that the additional request does not trigger a need to subscribe or pay.1 20 $34 Research librarians should consider their options each time they make a request rather than automatically paying a license fee. Unfortunately, an Association of Research Libraries (ARL) survey of the application of fair use in academic research libraries noted that interviewees rarely consider fair use when making interlibrary loan decisions.12' Routinely paying fees when, for example, a library could rely on fair use, entrenches copyright-holder control. As James Gibson noted: "If a rights-holder ... routinely issues licenses for a given use, then copyright law views that use as properly falling within the rights-holder's control. .. [T] he practice of licensing within gray areas eventually makes those areas less gray, as the licensing itself becomes the proof that the entitlement covers the use."1 22 Sometimes it may seem easier to pay than to make an evaluation. Librarians should not be lured by convenience into simply making payments without any evaluation. a visiting professor needs articles for a short-term project). A law library might also be justified in ordering additional articles over the CONTU limit when a law review is producing a symposium issue on a specialized topic. Many of the authors might have cited articles from a specific journal or journals that the library does not have. The requests, which are for citation verification only, do not reasonably indicate that the library should acquire an ongoing subscription to a journal.
CONTU Guidelines
Section og(a) 135 Adding coverage for digital works under section 109(a) (the first sale provision) does not address the problem of publishers' licensing rather than selling e-resources. Section 109(a) applies when a library owns a work. 123 When libraries license works, they do not have possession of the work because it is usually housed on a remote server controlled by a third party. The copyright holder in these situations controls whether a library can lend the work in whole or in part.
$36 Libraries that actually own digital works (such as e-book files) and house them on their own servers 124 arguably meet the requirements of section 109(a), since they own the work and possess the file. If they make loans to one person at a time, this arrangement should meet the requirements of section 109(a). 125 It is unclear, however, whether section 109(a) applies to digital works even if they are owned.
126 Legislation may be necessary to clarify that section 109(a) applies to the sale or other disposal (such as lending) of owned digital works.
Orphan Works
37
Research libraries want to digitize print works for preservation and wider availability. This is part of their mission to preserve "accrued knowledge" and foster access to it. 127 In considering works for digitization, however, libraries are encountering the problem of "orphan works." The Copyright Office has described this problem as "the situation where the owner of a copyrighted work cannot be identified and located by someone who wishes to make use of the work in a manner that requires permission of the copyright owner."I 28 Uncertainty about orphan works 
See JENNIFER URBAN ET AL., REPORT ON ORPHAN WORKS CHALLENGES FOR LIBRARIES,
ARCHIVES, AND OTHER MEMORY INSTITUTIONS 1 (2013), available at http://www.centerforsocialmedia .org/sites/default/fdes/documents/report-on orphan-works-challenges.pdf. Obtaining access to a digital version of a work can take the place of interlibrary loan of the physical work. While interlibrary loan facilitates access to print works, it is still a slow process with many of the same challenges as it had a hundred years ago: shipping costs, delivery delays, and difficulties in lending fragile and rare materials. 939 In the meantime, the 2013 Report on Orphan Works Challenges for Libraries, Archives, and Other Memory Institutions encourages libraries to develop "best practices in orphan works use," promote "better documentation and informationsharing among community members about their experiences using orphan works," and enhance support "to understand the copyright challenges and to identify when solutions unrelated to orphan works status might apply. (Feb. 1, 2013) , available at http:// www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/noi_102220 12/American-Association-Law-Libraries.pdf (supporting legislation).
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135. See, e.g., Comments of the Library Copyright Alliance in Response to the Copyright Office's Notice of Inquiry Concerning Orphan Works and Mass Digitization 1 (Jan. 14, 2013), http:// www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/noi_10222012/Library-Copyright-Alliance.pdf ("[S]ignificant changes in the copyright landscape over the past seven years convince us that libraries no longer need legislative reform in order to make appropriate uses of orphan works.").
136. URBAN ET AL., supra note 127, at 2, 14. 137. Ass'N OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES, supra note 17.
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Vol. 1o5:4 munity members address copyright issues. 138 Librarians should be engaged in addressing the orphan works issue by tracking and commenting on proposed legislation and following the suggestions in the Report on Orphan Works Challenges.
Contracts and Private Agreements
140 Private agreements have increasingly controlled the relationships between libraries and copyright holders, particularly in the absence of clear legal rules. One strategy for ensuring research support is to negotiate favorable terms in the licenses and contracts that govern e-books and e-journals. It is unclear how successful libraries are in negotiating terms of licenses and contracts, and many of these agreements (or at least their core terms) are nonnegotiable. Still, libraries should review and understand the terms of their existing agreements and seek opportunities to negotiate new ones. A library may negotiate its own agreements or it may rely on consortial representation.' As e-resources begin to dominate a library's collection, librarians must know the terms that govern these resources and must work to ensure that the agreements do not diminish or hamper research support.140 141 The negotiation environment is different for e-journals than for e-books. E-journals have been available under licensing for many years, and libraries often merely renew prior agreements. Since the early use of license agreements for e-resources in the 1980s and 1990s, librarians have used negotiation to alter terms that restrict or prohibit important library services such as interlibrary loan and to support library values such as fair use. 141 $42 The Section 108 Study Group suggested that, given the uncertainty of changing or clarifying the law, "the best near-term solution" is for libraries "to develop and negotiate model terms and informal guidelines."
1 42 There are numerous resources available to assist libraries in understanding and negotiating licenses and agreements for e-journals and databases. 143 Model licenses, standards, and licensing principles also provide guidance and are helpful for understanding licensing. 144 It is unclear how much libraries and publishers actually rely on these guiding 138. See URBAN ET AL., supra note 127, at 13, 14.
139. Consortial negotiation may be more successful due to the stronger bargaining power of a number of libraries.
140. Maintaining a primarily digital collection requires rethinking management of many library functions. Staffing in particular is an area that library managers need to review. See Kathe S.
Obrig, Changing Library Staffing Models to Manage E-Collections-George Washington University, in
BUILDING AND MANAGING E-BOOK COLLECTIONs, supra note 80, at 159, for a good discussion of position modifications and staffing needed to manage an increasingly electronic collection.
141. See Miller, supra note 102, at 174 (discussing the development of librarian expertise in negotiating licenses). ILAW LIBRARY JOURNAL documents, particularly stated principles, in their agreements. It is important to support and apply principles, not merely to state them. Librarians should demand agreements that meet these principles.
43 E-books are much newer than e-journals, and the business models are experimental.1 45 Libraries must consider how the choice of a business model for e-books will ultimately affect research and preservation of the scholarly record. Some models, while they may be tempting as ways to support just-in-time service, contradict library values such as fair use. One author argues that "libraries must demand license concessions before purchasing or subscribing to content."' 4 6 E-book usage and business models are still in development in academic libraries, particularly in academic law libraries. In this "volatile period,"' 47 librarians must not be anxious to immediately embrace certain business models when negotiating e-book arrangements.1 48 Many aspects of current business models run counter to library values and missions and inhibit important services. Pricing may be exorbitantly out of line with prices individuals pay. 149 Publishers are exploring models rather than a license, between a publisher and a library); Procurement Toolkit 148. The ALA EBook Business Models report urges libraries to negotiate aggressively for the most favorable and flexible terms possible in e-book agreements. The concern is that any models adopted at this time will lock in the future. Id. Walking away is another approach that keeps unfavorable models from becoming the norm.
149. See sources cited supra note 81.
that are commercially focused.s 0 Libraries need to ensure that the models are values focused.' 44 The current e-book environment is contentious, creating librarian frustration over prices, restrictions, and publishers' changes in terms. Some Her recommendation is simple: "Walk away, my friend. Walk away."" 5 4 Another librarian offers the same sentiment and advocates "an ideology centered around not wasting time, energy, and resources on deals that don't serve the library as an institution, the community as a dependable and enduring resource, and our stakeholders as a wise investment." 5 5 These librarians are discussing e-books in the public library context, but the same approach applies to academic libraries and e-books. Walking away may be the best way to approach e-books if the contract terms violate library values. 145 A library can "walk away" from bad e-book business models by not entering into or severing relationships that require licensing through a distributor. A library can instead purchase and manage content on its own. The pioneering and bestknown example for this approach is the Douglas County model. This model is named for the program that the Douglas County Libraries in Colorado implemented to address concerns and frustrations with providing e-books through an aggregator platform.' 56 The intent in adopting this model was to "regain control of 150. For example, preservation of scholarship is an important value of research libraries. Publishers may decide to drop works that they don't deem profitable, or they might sell a publishing division. They may raise prices excessively, which could jeopardize the ability of a library to continue the relationship. They may provide "perpetual access" without concern as to how practical it really is.
See supra 1 27. All of these actions could be good commercial decisions, but they do not support the the content.'"" Under this model, the library negotiates directly with publishers to purchase e-book files that the library owns and hosts on its own server.' 5 The founders of the Douglas County model urge libraries to "fight to regain control of the content and establish ... rules that will benefit the library patron most."' 159 The underlying premise of this model should inspire librarians to take control and not simply follow whatever path publishers choose. Addressing licensing and contract agreement terms is a direct way for a library to control the provision of research support.
Collaboration 46
Libraries may be unable to negotiate favorable terms in all their agreements with publishers. Pricing and other limitations may realistically preclude access to some resources. Restrictions on lending, borrowing, and licensing e-journals and e-books force libraries to seek other arrangements to ensure access for researchers to a wide range of scholarly works. As one alternative, libraries can expand access for their patrons by participating in collaborative licensing and purchasing with other libraries. In this type of arrangement, participants provide funding for shared resources. There are no lending and borrowing issues because there is joint licensing or ownership. All users of participating libraries have access. This collaboration can greatly expand the diversity and amount of accessible materials for individual libraries. Because of increased market power, representatives of a group or partnership may be able to negotiate considerably more favorable pricing and terms than individual libraries could. Collaborative funding, licensing, and ownership can help libraries overcome limitations on accessing and providing e-resources. /content/oitp/publications/booksstudies/ebookslibrarieseconomic.perspective.pdf. The publisher licenses a right of distribution to the aggregator. The aggregator then sublicenses to libraries and hosts the e-books on its proprietary software platform. O'Brien, Gasser & Palfrey, supra note 96, at 11. The publisher usually dictates the terms of the sublicense. Id. at 12.
Examples of Collaborative Collections
159. Sendze, supra note 156, at 35. "DCL believes that no contract should be signed without the right to own a copy of the e-book file, to lend that e-book to our users for as long as we decide, and to receive the e-book in an EPUB format." Id.
160. OhioLINK celebrated its twentieth anniversary in 2012. Press Release, Univ. System of Ohio, OhioLINK Celebrates 20th Anniversary of Shared Services (Nov. 1, 2012), https://www .ohiohighered.org/press/ohiolink-celebrates-20th-anniversary-shared-services. OhioLINK services for all members include statewide borrowing and delivery among all member institutions. See The a broad range of institutions of higher education, both public and private.' 6 1 Collaborative funding and licensing 62 provide member faculty, staff, and students with access to over one hundred research databases and almost ten thousand e-journals. 163 This access and the scope of the materials is far beyond what individual member institutions could provide in either electronic or print format.M
148 Collaborative E-book Collections. In recent years, libraries have also partnered to fund shared e-book collections. These partnerships illustrate how collaboration can provide access to otherwise unavailable e-resources and allow a library to better support research needs. Rather than maintaining individual locked collections, the participants can all access a wider range of resources. Due to the extensive coordination needed to develop and provide shared e-book collections, 165 the partners are often members of established library consortia that are expanding their collaboration. On the other hand, a few libraries with shared interests can also establish a collaborative e-book collection. The following examples illustrate the organization and models of three collaborative e-book collections.
149 One library consortium that has recently developed a successful shared e-book program is the Orbis Cascade Alliance (Orbis), which has thirty-seven academic library members, primarily in Washington and Oregon. 166 Orbis members share the print resources of the individual members by maintaining a union catalog, giving borrowing privileges to all member library users, and providing a courier 52 A consortium interested in sharing an e-book collection could use the Douglas County model. Under this model, the consortium would purchase e-book files from the publisher and maintain them on its own server. An example of a consortium using this type of model is the Califa Library Group, which is an alliance of more than 220 libraries. 174 In May 2013, Califa launched the Enki Library" using a model similar to the Douglas County model."' The project manager noted that small libraries would have difficulty adopting the Douglas County model on their own, but "through working together cooperatively, they will have the same results.""' This model could work well in a consortium or partnership of libraries that can share the resource management.
The Ohio Library and Information
Implications ofAdopting a Collaborative Collection Model
153 Collaborative licensing and ownership of collections require joint responsibility for a shared collection, while cooperative lending requires sharing resources from separate collections. This distinction necessitates a shift away from the traditional view of libraries. In cooperative lending arrangements, there is extensive sharing of resources as users from participating libraries borrow materials from individual collections." Underlying these efforts is a "view of the research library as an independent and self-sustaining organization." 7 Libraries share their resources, but each develops, funds, and maintains its own collection. Research libraries have developed collections "separately ... and even competitively." 8 0 154 To support research in an electronic environment, libraries must "forge alliances with the larger community" despite "tension between collaboration and self interest."' 8 Libraries must move from "sharing of resources" to "sharing of dependencies."' 82 Ultimately, the collaboration creates "new value"' 83 as the shared collection is stronger. Shared collections, whether licensed or owned, make it difficult to distinguish how one collection is "better" than another. The strength of each library collection lies, in part, in the combined resources and access. It is possible that the continuing development of collaborative collections could affect assessment measures for libraries, since those measures often compare individual collections.
55 Participation in sharing collaborative electronic collections can significantly benefit member libraries by expanding direct access to works and providing materials at a more favorable price. Members would not be able to own or even borrow many of these works if they did not participate. In most cases, however, the participants are also working within "the system" by operating within parameters still largely controlled by publishers.' 8 4 For example, they may not be able to lend some works outside of the consortium. It is the participants in these arrangements that primarily benefit, while the research community as a whole may not. The control of publishers over the works in the system still limits the wider community of libraries in supporting the research needs of scholars.
Using Technology to Gain Control: Open Access 56 Access to scholarly material is decreasing despite the technological capacity to provide information on a global scale. 18 ' The suggestions in earlier sections can help ameliorate shrinking access to scholarly works. Ultimately, however, success in ensuring research support lies in gaining control over the ownership and distribution of scholarly works. Institutions, scholars, and libraries can use technology to gain this control.
57 Publishers are engaged in "know-biz," that is, managing scholarly works as a commodity.' 86 Publishers are businesses and will manage their assets to maximize profits. This approach focuses on the competitive value of knowledge and information. It ignores, however, that the knowledge captured in scholarly works has another value, the "accumulative value." 8 7 As Peter Johan Lor and Johannes Britz describe, "[K] nowledge is created cumulatively. Knowledge is needed to create new knowledge. This gives rise to [another] value: the value of knowledge for the further development of science and scholarship.""' Scholars write not only to be read, but to "influence more new writing.""' This scholarly work comes with a duty. John Willinsky discusses what he calls the "access principle," which is that "a commitment to the value and quality of research carries with it a responsibility to extend the circulation of this work as far as possible, and ideally to all who are interested in it and all who might profit by it."' 90 Kathleen Fitzpatrick describes the scholarly duty as "paying forward knowledge that one likewise received as a gift."1 9 ' "helps readers find and retrieve the research they need, and helps authors reach readers who can apply, cite and build on their work."" 59 Open access works and collections allow libraries to address what Peter Suber calls the "permission crisis." This arises out of the control the publishers exert over scholarly works through licensing and technological controls.1 9 9 Along with the "pricing crisis," the permission crisis "severely impedes research." 200 Suber views open access as the solution to both of these crises for libraries. He argues that "[i] f we had to persuade publishers to give up their revenue streams, or legislatures to reform copyright law" then we would make no headway. 20 1 Open access provides both free access (which addresses pricing) and unrestricted use (which addresses permission). With open access, the copyright holder controls pricing and permissions. When publishers hold copyrights, they "create pricing and permission barriers." 2 0 2 Suber stresses: "The key to open access is not to abolish or violate copyright, but to keep copyright in the hands of . . . authors who retain copyright" or who transfer their rights "to open access publishers." 203 It is open access that will ultimately ensure and even expand research support and the accumulated value of knowledge. 213 One area of library activism is digital publishing. According to a 2012 report on library publishing services, academic libraries are actively involved with scholarly publishing. 214 Fifty-five percent of the respondents "indicated having or developing library publishing services." 163 Of these programs, almost ninety percent "were launched in order to contribute to change in the scholarly publishing system." 2 16 Bryn Geffert, in discussing the formation of the Amherst College Press, which is affiliated with the college's library, wrote: "We cannot provide those we serve with what they need. Perhaps it is time to produce ourselves what we can no longer afford to purchase; to use personnel and financial resources from our libraries, even our small libraries, to save and revive academic publishing of high quality." 217 $64 Kathleen Fitzpatrick, in discussing the problems arising from the current publishing model, declared: "We can't beat them, and we can't join them; what we can do is change the game entirely. One clear way of changing the game, dramatically and unequivocally, is a move toward the full embrace of open access modes of digital publishing." 2 18 Academic libraries should be proactive in assuming a pivotal role in not only the production and preservation of knowledge, but also the development of new modes of scholarly publishing. 219 These new modes allow scholars to gain control of scholarly works and their dissemination. Gaining control of works ensures increases in the accumulative value of knowledge and promotes the access principle. 65 The advanced technology that supports publisher domination over scholarly works also now allows institutions, scholars, and libraries to control those works and expand availability of them to all. 22 0 Open access for scholarly works supports the core values of scholarship and also promotes the furtherance of knowledge, the underlying principle of copyright law.
The Role of Libraries
Conclusion
22 1 The development of open access requires committed action from institutions, scholars, and libraries.
Institutions must support open access and alternative publishing. Scholars must also embrace this reform, including publishing their works through open access.
22
Libraries must assume a substantial role in this reform of the scholarly communication system. $66 As libraries take on this vital role in supporting faculty publishing, "the best approach is to engage staff as soon as possible, to help them envision themselves in an open access future." 223 Some libraries will not have the resources to immediately engage in actions that involve control of digital works, such as publishing open access works, digitizing and maintaining open access archives, or owning e-resource files in a Douglas County model. Initiating and participating in consortial and other group arrangements and agreements for these services is therefore critical to making advances. 67 Although the open access movement is progressing, vast numbers of works are already locked under publisher control, and that number is increasing every day. Publishers have become "choke points in the distribution of knowledge." 225 Limitations and prohibitions on library use of materials for research support continue. New models do not "address the problem of accessing copyrighted material that has not been disseminated under an open access model." 226 Gaining control of scholarly works through open access and ownership models cannot be the only path to ensuring research support. Libraries must vigorously pursue other strategies.
68 Libraries should focus their efforts on influencing and changing licenses, contracts, and business models for e-collections. Libraries can increase their negotiating power and the scope of their access to works through consortial efforts. Whether acting individually or as a group, libraries must not simply accept publisher proposed arrangements, even if those arrangements are financially tempting. They must not be lulled into accepting licensing and usage arrangements that eliminate fair use and other rights. Libraries must be aware of when exercise of these rights is appropriate and not merely assume that they do not apply.
69 Many libraries have been complacent in accepting publisher arrangements for e-resources. Going forward, libraries should review all current agreements and consider carefully any new arrangements, particularly business models for e-books. In some cases, a library will need a particular resource and will not be able to walk
